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The Doughnut of social foundations and planetary boundaries (Raworth 2017)











Environmental Melancholia

By listening more deeply and focusing on 
invitation, versus persuasion and fear-based 
appeals, we can build deeper coalitions and 
collaborations that cross political and 
ideological boundaries (Renee Lertzman, 
2015)







What is education for? (modified after Biesta, 2012)
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Source: Tomas Björkman: Inner-societal transformation in practice





community food
culinary center, lotus 

foods, hot bread kitchen
clean energy

wind, solar, biomass, efficiency, 
local solutions, smart grid

liquid democracy
state department impact 

investing, occupy wall street, 
decline of the west global power 
shift, the rise of the east, mideast

uprinsings

social networks
world cafe, facebook, hubs, 

youtube, bamyan media, 
accelerators, {E}nstitute, TedEd, 

social incubators

smart cities
smartmobs, the rise of the south, 

the rise of cities

self-discovery
ted talks, khan academy, institute

of play, real-time learning, new 
culture of learning, 

tribes
collaborative consumption, 
peer2peer, crowdsourcing

the planet
the god particle,  diversity,  
urthecast, the biosphere

technology acceleration
digital medicine, nanotechnology, 

3D-printing, gesture based
computing, fablabs, robotics, 

material science, artificial
intelligence, sensors&networks, 

sixth sence

crowd funding
indie, gogo, microfinance, 

kickstarter, time banks, impact 
investing, crowdfunder.com

socially responsible investing
corporate social, social impact 

bonds, responsibility, screw
business as usual

social entrepreneurship
impact investing, b-corp, micro-

franchising, social business, 
formation of social capital, SOCAP

hot zones

design revolution
smart objects, gaming, self-

quantifiers, hive mind, smart 
phone, abundance, world game, 
DIY Innovator, well being, social

innovation

tipping points

Sustainability 
Movement?

redrawn from “the world we all want project” 
(Mark Beam)

local energy
independence

local
food localization

of power

social
networks

bio-
engineering

collaborative
problem solving

peer to peer
exchange

collective
intelligence

distributed
manufacturing

social
innovation

peer financing

business + 
impact

local
ecosystems



www.ams-amsterdam.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/AMS-Living-Lab-Way-of-Work-print.pdf



Living-Labs for Sustainable Development 
(LL4SD)s are:

experimental, often temporary, “ecologies of 
learning”  that engage multiple stakeholders 
in the co-creation, testing and evaluating of 
solutions to sustainability challenges in a real-
world setting.



Source: 

https://www.dehaagsehog

eschool.nl/onderzoek/kenn

iscentra/details/kenniscent

rum-mission-zero



Creating Ecologies of Learning for Sustainability (Wals, 2019, based on Siemens 2015)



UNESCO, 2016 /GEM2016 Report



What’s important 
to us? What’s 

asked from us? 
(qualities, values, 

content)

What do we 

need to be able

to do to realize
this? (professional 

development of staff)

How do we educate andlearn?
(pedagogy & didactics)

How do we 
connect with

ourselves, the
community and

the (non-human) world? 
(relationships, networks, 
partnerships)

How do we 

enact what we 

believe in and

find important? 

(our own behaviour)

Whole 
System 

Approach

How do we 
organize this? 

(management, 
leadership)

How do we 
know we are 
succeeding? 

(monitoring & 
evaluation)

Using starting questions 
to reflect on a Whole 
System Approach to 
Sustainability
Arjen Wals, Sept. 2020



Key Points 

§ We need to break the logic of efficiency, growth, innovation and 

accountability: it is killing the spaces for transition and the freedom to 

learn, dialogue and explore in more relational ways. 

§ A more radical response – no longer ‘add-on’ or even building-in – a whole 

system redesign, is necessary that allows for a critical relational way of 

teaching, learning and investigating. 

§ Working with niches in universities (sit-spots, foodforests, but also Xtinction 

rebellion, F4Fdays, BLF-matter – critical groups rising – mindfulness, 

veganism, quest for meaning and justice, etc.) Students are self-organising 

– which is great – but where is the university in all this? 

§ A culture of fear and polarization needs to make way for a pedagy of hope 

and concrete utopia’s that energize and inspire.



Key Questions

§ How can systemic and transitional forms of education for 
sustainability best be designed, organised, supported and 
evaluated?

§ How can universities and the key actors within them, 
become more relational? (connecting to place, people, 
other species and matter) What does a more relational 
pedagogy entail/require?

§ How can ICT and ‘small data’ support learners in 
investigating sustainability issues (role of ‘civic science’)

§ How can universities connect with transition niches and 
vice versa?



Source: Banksy
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Questions...?


